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This paper carries forward Mr Kitchen's outline-appreciation of the books and content of the
Old Testament in the context of that ancient Near Eastern world in which their authors lived
and wrote. As in the earlier essays,1 the style is necessarily succinct. It is hoped to complete
the series with a further paper which will deal with the exile and afterwards and conclude
with a synoptic perspective.

1. Historical outlines and background
The books of Kings and Chronicles provide the main backbone of history to the fall of the
monarchy (early sixth century BC), and in fact constitute our sole source for the first 150
years until the 'writing prophets' supplement the twin histories. Because these later periods of
biblical history are the best-documented and are covered by various 'histories' of Israel, the
following treatment is sharply limited to points with Near Eastern background.2
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a. First half-century. i. After the secession of Israel under Jeroboam I, leaving only Judah
and Benjamin to Rehoboam (1 Ki. 12; 2 Ch. 10), foreign interference quickly befell the
divided and weakened realm, in the shape of Shishak of Egypt who swept through Judah,
being bought off from sacking Jerusalem through Rehoboam offering its wealth as tribute (1
Ki. 14: 25ff.; 2 Ch. 12) in his fifth year, c. 925 BC. This was the wily Pharaoh Shoshenq I (c.
945-924 BC), whose triumphal relief in the Karnak temple of Amun in Thebes lists many
places in Israel and Judah; a broken stela from Megiddo emphasizes the reality of his
visitation.3
ii. For the first half-century, the twin kingdoms were intermittently at war (1 Ki. 15: 6, 7, 16).
Asa of Judah was able to repel the vast force of Zerah the Nubian (2 Ch. 14: 9ff.)4 in his
fourteenth or fifteenth year c. 897 BC.5 Thereafter, he unwisely called in another alien power
against his threatening neighbour Baasha of Israel — i.e. Benhadad I of the Aramaean
kingdom of Damascus (1 Ki. 15: 17ff.; Ch. 16: 1-10).6
b. Dynasty of Ahab. i. The royal succession in Israel was repeatedly marked by coups d' état.
Eventually a 'strong man' emerged, Omri (c. 884-873 BC), who founded for Israel a new
capital, Samaria (1 Ki. 16: 21ff.). More famous is his son Ahab who married Jezebel,
daughter of 'Ethbaal, king of the Sidonians' (1 Ki. 16: 31). This was Ittobaal I (c. 897-865
BC), king of Tyre and Sidon.7 Ahab's main opponent was probably Benhadad II of
Aram-Damascus (e.g. 1 Ki. 20), the Adad-idri of the Assyrian inscriptions.8 In 853 BC, both
kings appear in Assyrian texts as part of a coalition that clashed in battle with Shalmaneser III

of Assyria. Another of the allies was 'Musri', Egypt. In the palace of Samaria was found a
presentation-vase of the pharaoh Osorkon II that perhaps indicates an Egyptian-Israelite
rapprochement in Ahab's day.9 About this time, the twin kingdoms under Ahab and
Jehoshaphat came into uneasy alliance (1 Ki. 22). The mysterious 'ivory house' of Ahab (1 Ki.
22: 39) has long been recognized as a pleasure-pavilion whose walls and furnishings were
adorned with ivory panelling and coloured inlays.10
ii. With the last years of Ahab and especially his death, Mesha king of Moab was able to rebel
against Israelite overlordship; Ahab's second son Jehoram then attacked him, aided by Judah
and Edom (2 Ki. 1: 1; 3: 4-27). The campaign was indecisive, and Moab stayed free. Found a
century ago, a stela of Mesha ('Moabite Stone') gives his version of the affair.11 He attributes
to Omri the Hebrew conquest of Moab, admitting that Moab served Israel under Omri and
'half his son's (or: sons') days' up to 40 years. Taken literally, Mesha's account is
self-contradictory in the light of the detailed Old Testament data on Hebrew reigns. Omri's
reign (12 years) and half Ahab's (11 years) is only 23 years, not 40. Even if one translates
'sons' (plural), then the reign of Omri (12) plus half that of his descendants (max. 18 years,
half of 22+2+12=36) is 30 years at most,12 a little nearer to 40. This would put Mesha's
rebellion in the last years of Ahab. One may doubt whether he had much success until Ahab
died; then he doubtless threw off the Israelite yoke completely as 2 Kings 1: 1 and 3: 5
suggest.13 The Mesha stela is an invaluable historical document, giving an 'outsider's' view of
the power of the dynasty of Omri and Ahab.14
c. The last dynasties of Israel. i. By 843 BC, Hazael had supplanted Benhadad II as king of
Aram-Damascus,15 and by 841, Jehu had usurped the throne
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of Israel (2 Ki. 8: 7-15; 9-10). That year, Hazael appears among foes of Shalmaneser III of
Assyria16 while Jehu appears by name (and perhaps in effigy) on that monarch's 'Black
Obelisk'.17 Hazael became a leader among the Syro-Palestinian kingdoms, and a formidable
foe of Israel;18 archaeologically, he is personally attested by an ivory fragment inscribed
l-mr’n Hz’l, 'for our lord Hazael'.19 By c. 805-802 BC, when Adadnirari III of Assyria was
attacking Syria including Damascus, Hazael was seemingly known as Mari, 'lord', par
excellence, and appears under that epithet in the Assyrian's inscriptions.20 By then, however,
the two Hebrew thrones had changed hands several times. In Israel, Jehoash reigned from c.
798 BC — and probably in 796 BC21 paid tribute to Adadnirari III, who mentions him along
with 'Mari' of Aram-Damascus on a recently-published stela from Tell Rimah in Assyria.22
The Assyrian attacks on Damascus probably weakened its power, both military and
economic; thus, Adadnirari III may be the 'deliverer' alluded to in 2 Kings 13: 5. Hazael's
successor Benhadad III was thus no match for Joash of Israel (2 Ki. 13: 24-25, cf. verses
14-19), any more than for Zakir, king of Hamath and Lu'ash.23 As Assyria too made no further
headway in the Levant before c. 745 BC, the decline of Aram-Damascus left the way open for
lesser powers to expand their influence and rule; these included, in turn, Jeroboam II of Israel
and Uzziah of Judah.
ii. The long reign of Jeroboam II of Israel was a high-water mark of political and military
vigour in Israel,24 a fact merely hinted at in passing in 2 Kings 14: 25-28, referring to Israelite
dominance over even Damascus and Hamath. In fact, there is a gap in the known list of kings
of Damascus between Benhadad III (c. 795-770 BC) and Rezin (c. 750-732), for the period
approx. 770-750 BC, during which Aram-Damascus may well have been a vassal of Israel. In

Hamath too, a similar gap may occur after Zakir (c. 790-770 BC?), when Israel could have
obtained a brief ascendancy there also.25 Jeroboam II's political influence perhaps lasted about
770-755 BC, to be succeeded briefly by that of Uzziah (Azariah) of Judah.26 Azariah is named
as a prominent opponent by Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria c. 743(?) BC,27 when the revived
Assyrian power came westward once more.
With the death of Jeroboam II, the final dissolution of the kingdom of Israel came swiftly, in
some 30 years over-all. Menahem (2 Ki. 15: 19-20) and Pekah (2 Ki. 15: 29) both felt the
power of Tiglath-pileser III, and occur in his annals, along with Hoshea whom he claimed to
have installed.28 (Jeho)ahaz of Judah sought help against Rezin of Damascus by paying tribute
to Tiglath-pileser III (2 Ki. 16: 5-18); the Assyrian accepted it,29 and destroyed the kingdom
of Damascus in 733-732 BC.30 About 725 BC, Hoshea rebelled against the new overlord,
Shalmaneser V, asking help of 'So, king of Egypt' (2 Ki. 17: 4), almost certainly Osorkon IV,
senior pharaoh in Tanis and Bubastis (E. Delta).31 This worthy had no military capability, so
no help came. Thus, after three years' siege, Samaria fell to Assyria, to the benefit of the new
king Sargon II in 722 BC,32 while the Judeans looked on.
d. Judah and Assyria. Hezekiah of Judah safely survived the reign of Sargon II (c. 722-705
BC), but fell foul of Sennacherib who besieged him in Jerusalem (2 Ki. 18: 13ff.; 19: 1-36), in
the year 701 BC.33 Led by the young prince Taharqa (pharaoh a decade later),34 help from
Egypt was unavailing. Judah had to become a vassal, although Jerusalem remained
unconquered. Hezekiah's stand was noted elsewhere.
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Marduk-apal-iddina II of Babylon35 had long conducted stubborn resistance against Assyria;
as Merodach-Baladan, he appears in 2 Ki. 20: 12ff. (Is. 39) as sending envoys to Hezekiah,
doubtless to enlist his aid. Archaeologically, the most famous work of Hezekiah is probably
his water-conduit at Jerusalem with commemorative inscription.36
Manasseh, the long-lived apostate son of Hezekiah, appears also in Assyrian records; with
other vassals, he had to serve Esarhaddon (c. 681-669)37 and Assur-banipal (c. 669-630).38 At
some point in his career, he was exiled by the Assyrians — but to Babylon, not Assyria (2 Ch.
33: 11). An exasperated Sennacherib had destroyed rebellious Babylon, but Manasseh's
contemporary Esarhaddon rebuilt it,39 Assur-banipal's brother later ruling there as a king.
Hence, Manasseh's personal exile in Babylon under Assyrian rule within c. 680-650 BC
agrees with the known trends of the epoch.
During the entire period of the twin monarchies, a class of men came into ever-increasing
prominence, acting as spokesmen from God in the affairs of people and nation: the prophets.
Some of these men have left a notable literary heritage; the first phase of their extant
production was contemporary with the eighth century BC, from Jeroboam II to Manasseh. To
them and their antecedents we now turn.
2. Prophecy: biblical background40
Long before an Amos or an Isaiah spoke forth, a tradition of 'prophecy' had grown up among
the Hebrew people, including several aspects.

a. Second millennium BC. i. Biblically, the term 'prophet' comes first with Abraham (Gn. 20:
7), as intercessor with God for his fellow-man.
ii. From Moses onwards, the main strands of prophecy are visible. Between God and man,
communication is two-way. Man might speak to God, in prayer. To obtain response from
deity, the pagan nations developed the artifices of divination, soothsaying and magic (Dt. 18:
9-14). But to reveal His directives to Israel, God appointed a spokesman— one who should
speak to the people messages from God as and when given by God, and neither more nor less,
neither of his own volition nor in the name of any other deity (cf. Dt. 18: 15-20). Fulfilment of
what was proclaimed was one test of authenticity (Dt. 18: 21-22); but no marvel could ever
justify a call to apostasy (Dt 13: 1-5). Insofar as admonition over obedience and disobedience
involved promise of blessing and threat of sanctions respectively, the concept of
consequences is central to this aspect of prophecy, and leads straight on to 'prediction' as an
important aspect of a prophet's messages. Moses himself is the example above all; with him,
God spoke 'face to face', while with others He would reveal Himself in a vision or a dream
(cf. Nu. 12: 6-8; Dt. 34: 10).
A second strand of prophecy is that giving praise, often in song, to God, sometimes under
specific impulse of His Spirit. This is first seen with the prophetess Miriam who, with the
womenfolk handling instruments in the dance, went forth to sing the 'Song of the Sea' (Ex. 15:
20f.). The seventy elders with Moses show this tradition (Nu. 11: 16-17, 24-29), while in later
days Deborah is both spokeswoman (Jdg. 4: 4, 6ff.) and a leader in God's praise (Jdg. 5: 1 and
ff.). An unnamed spokesman appears in Jdg. 6: 8.
iii. Samuel, of Levitical stock (1 Ch. 6: 33-34, cf. verses 27, 28),41 was a spokesman but also
(as a Levite) connected with formal sacrifice and cult, serving at the central Shiloh shrine in
his youth (1 Sa. 1-3) and contributing to its organization as later did David (1 Ch. 9: 22-23). 1
Sa. 8 shows Samuel as spokesman to the nation; 1 Sa. 9 shows him more intimately as 'seer', a
notable man of God whom others might consult.42
Prophecy in terms of song and praise continued; cf. 1 Sa. 10: 5-6, 10-11, where we first meet
a band or group of prophets so engaged. From now on, prophecy could additionally be a
group activity, perhaps mainly in this role of enthusiastic praise. One might speak of an
ecstasy of praise, but the thesis of anything like a dervish frenzy in these cases lacks evidence
and may be largely discounted.43
Another important prophetic activity first seen with Samuel is his writing activity. He wrote
documents that included a statement on the kingship (1 Sa. 10:
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25) and an account of the early life of David (1 Ch. 29: 29).44 In this activity, he had many
successors.
b. United Monarchy. Under David and Solomon, all these various aspects of prophetic
activity can be seen flourishing. For spokesmen, cf. Gad and Nathan under David (e.g. 2 Sa.
24: 12ff.; 2 Sa. 7), or Ahijah under Solomon (1 Ki. 11: 26-40). Gad, Nathan, Ahijah and Iddo
all left writings pertaining to these reigns (1 Ch. 29: 29; 2 Ch. 9: 29).

c. Early Divided Monarchy. i. Before Elijah. A variety of prophets appear as spokesmen in 1
Kings and 2 Chronicles for this epoch, and will not here be listed. They were called to
pronounce both blessings and judgments; one (unnamed) prophet was called to announce that,
some day, Jeroboam I's compromising altar would be denied by a Josiah (1 Ki. 13: 1ff.), while
denouncing the Bethel cult like an early Amos. Writers continued to be numbered among
these prophets: Iddo, Shemaiah, Jehu son of Hanani (2 Ch. 12: 15; 13: 22; 20: 34).
ii. Elijah, Elisha and Others. Under Ahab and Ahaziah of Israel, Elijah stood out stubbornly
over the central issue of apostasy; Israel had forsaken God's covenant, overthrown His altars,
slain His prophets (cf. 1 Ki. 19: 10, 14; 18: 4). A kindred soul was Micaiah son of Imlah, in
sharp contrast to Ahab's crowd of time-serving court 'prophets' (1 Ki. 22). Elisha similarly
served under Ahab's successors, from Jehoram to Joash (2 Ki. 2-13 passim); alongside him,
one sees the 'sons of the prophets' (2 Ki. 3: 3, 7, 15ff.; 4: 1, 28ff.; 6: 1), perhaps like the bands
of prophets under Samuel (cf. 1 Sa. 19: 20). And Kings and Chronicles mention others
besides. Writing-activity is exemplified by the letter sent to Jehoram of Judah by Elijah (2 Ch.
21: 12-15).
iii. Jonah. With this prophet, we reach a transitional point. In 2 Kings 14: 25, Jeroboam II's
successes are presented as a deliverance for Israel promised through Jonah son of Amittai.
This record is much like those for many other prophets under the United and Twin
Monarchies so far. But in this case, we possess also a book of Jonah—a third person narrative
of this prophet's unwilling visit to Nineveh, proclaiming judgment and meeting formal and
some moral contrition. His mission and its effect are more credible c. 760-750 BC than under
the more powerful and ruthless Assyrian rulers of earlier and later epochs; a Jonah so
speaking and so received is realistic under Jeroboam II—at any other time, his book would
remain an inexplicable curio.45 In being a plain narrative, this book is probably of a piece with
the (non-extant) writings of earlier prophets already noticed above. In remaining as a
permanent record in the heritage of what came to be recognized as 'scripture', it also heralds
the blossoming of the phenomenon of the literary prophets from the eighth century to the late
sixth. But the Near Eastern 'background' to prophecy (real and alleged) must be quickly
reviewed before turning to the giants of the eighth century.
3. Prophecy: extra-biblical background46
As seen above, Israel's neighbours sought their messages from deity through a variety of
techniques, divination or the like, whereas Israel had the prophetic institution (Dt. 18: 9-22).
The two modes of activity are very largely mutually exclusive—there are no manuals of
divination in the Old Testament (but much prophecy), and no corresponding literary category
to the great writing prophets in the vast realm of cuneiform and other literature, but a
superabundance of omens and mantic works.47 However, in a small amount of Near Eastern
material a slight formal 'overlap' does occur, and must here be very briefly examined.
a. Mari. From the archives of this great city on the Middle Euphrates, of the eighteenth
century BC, come so far about twenty-three documents (mainly letters) that show 'prophetic'
activity.48 This boils down basically to modest length messages from 'respondents' or
mahhu—'ecstatics',49 usually limited to claiming advantage for the king from the deity
invoked, or concerning the king's political/military interests. Like the Old Testament, promise
and threat can be made (rudimentary 'prediction'), but unlike the Old Testament, we have here
no Nathan to say 'thou art the man', no Amos to reprove social injustice, no Isaiah to preach at
length on judgment for a nation's sins and comfort for contrition among those to be scattered.

b. Egypt. i. Concept of prediction. This was a valid concept for the Egyptians of at any rate
the twenty-second to thirteenth centuries BC; their litera[p. 7]
ture refers at times to 'what the ancestors foretold', etc.; one work, the Prophecy of Neferty, is
in fact a pseudo-prophecy (post eventum) that presupposes the validity of the concept that it
models itself upon.50
ii. Concept of 'preaching'. Several Egyptian works of the twenty-second to twentieth centuries
BC51 make their respective points not by staccato oracles but by long, even impassioned
speeches, including pleas for justice. Like an Isaiah or a Jeremiah up to fifteen centuries later,
these writers can express themselves eloquently and at length on their chosen topic; they are a
plain warning against imagining that the biblical prophets were limited to stuttering a few
primeval words of judgment now and again, to be edited and supplemented into books only
centuries later. Unlike the biblical prophets, however, these sages claim no divine authority
whatever, and are concerned ultimately with prosperity in human and material terms, not in
spiritual terms or of the will of God.
c. The Hittites. A term, translatable as literally 'a man of God',52 stands for one who can
declare an answer from deity, as by omen or in a dream.53 In nature, the office conceived of
was probably like Mari.
d. Canaan. Here the supposed evidence is twofold: Ugarit and the Egyptian account of
Wenamun in Phoenicia. At Ugarit, 'seers' are referred to only twice, in Akkadian legal texts
that shed no light on their functions.54 On the other hand, the Egyptian envoy Wenamun at
Babylos in c. 1076 BC reports how a youth at the local king's court was 'possessed' (as the
king made offering) and proclaimed that Wenamun was indeed the envoy of the god Amun
and should be granted an interview.55 Here, at least, is one genuine case of an 'ecstatic' in a
trance in Canaan, delivering a brief oracle. Significantly, this is among the rarest forms of
'prophecy' in the Old Testament—Saul was affected (1 Sa. 19: 23f.) like his envoys, and
Ezekiel might conceivably have had trances; but of real ecstatic frenzy, there is little other
trace except among the prophets of Baal on Carmel.56
e. Mesopotamia was the land of divination par excellence, and oracles came there by dreams
as in Egypt and elsewhere.57 One very limited group of texts (five all told) seemed to be
almost apocalyptic prophecies of (e.g.) kings who should reign given numbers of years, with
good or ill fortune attending them (cf. Dn. 11). But in fact, these texts have affinities with
Babylonian omen-literature, and recent re-examination would indicate that they are actually a
lesser branch of that species of literature and linked with Babylonian astrology.58 They are
pretty certainly not prophecies in a biblical sense at all.59
Thus, the Near East provides simply a background for the concepts of God speaking through
man and affecting his future, of speaking at length on given subjects, and at more than one
emotional or psychological level—but nothing more. On essentials and internals, it has
virtually nothing comparable with the range, nature and concerns of Old Testament prophecy.
4. Literary prophets (I) eighth century BC

Omitting Jonah as 'transitional' (section 2, c. iii above), our sources for this period are three
'minor' prophets (Amos, Hosea, Micah) and one 'major' prophet (Isaiah), all explicitly and
securely dated by their title-lines to the span of time from Jeroboam II to Hezekiah.60
a. Amos, Hosea, Micah. In a clearly-delineated little book, Amos gives judgment on the
nations culminating in Israel where he spoke (1-2), three sermons in judgment with lament (3,
4, 5-6), a vision and verbal exchanges with a 'government' priest at Bethel (7), two final
visions of judgment (8; 9: 1-8) with a prospect of ultimate restoration (9: 9-15). His younger
contemporary Hosea opens with the unfaithfulness of Israel to God as seen through the
unfaithfulness of his wife (1-3); her (and Israel's) restoration is envisaged. The rest of his
book is at once a passionate indictment, just but reluctant (cf. 11: 8), and ending at last with a
promise of restoration (14). Micah offers a series of addresses, probably first delivered over a
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span of time,61 of judgment (1-3) also expressed as 'at law' (6) or in reflection (7); in contrast
stands glory to come (4-5) from a pardoning God (7: 8-20). An Isaiah in miniature.
b. Prophetical books. Certain features are common to these three books, and will be found in
most of the rest. First, the prophets concerned are well able to speak at length and not just in
brief utterances; Amos 1-2 shows to perfection how a prophet could deliver a message which
shows internally a clearly-articulated structure, unit by unit, — but which ultimately makes
full sense only if regarded as a unity: Amos builds up his hearers, gaining their initial
sympathies, by condemning the wrongs and cruelties of the Hebrews' neighbours—and then
shatteringly rounds on them themselves, developing that theme most fully. There is no basis
of fact whatever for denying to Old Testament prophets the ability to develop themes at
length or in varied ways; if in Egypt the 'Eloquent Peasant' or the sage Ipuwer or Neferty can
do this before Abraham was, then there is no intrinsic impossibility in a Hebrew prophet
doing so ten or fifteen centuries later. Unless one propounds a linear devolution of culture and
religion alike over that span!
Secondly, in all three books (and most of the rest), one may see both judgment on apostasy
and specific sin and visions of blessing and restoration. Time and again Old Testament
scholars commit the folly of assuming that the 'early' prophets (proto-Amos and
proto-everyone else) could only speak of judgment and doom—blessings and restoration have
always to be the spurious later additions of meddling editorial hands, those who could not
believe that things were so bad. But for this perverse dogma, there is no shred of evidence and
much against it. First, these twin threads recur in prophet after prophet; they are alike endemic
to the prophets en masse and to emend every blessing must involve the theorist in an orgy of
later editorial 'blessingmania'. Second, the prophets spoke not out of the blue but against the
people's failure to keep covenant (apostasy; social injustice). That covenant itself contained
antecedently the sanctions of curse and blessing on disobedience and obedience, and
allowance for restoration after chastisement (Lv. 26; Dt. 28; cf. Jos. 24: 19-20). Hence, these
twin elements with prophets are to be expected in recalling the people to the covenant. Third,
the twin correlation of doom and restoration, or curse and blessing, is to be found well rooted
in the literature of the biblical Near East from the twentieth century BC onwards. That early,
the author of Neferty follows up his picture of Egypt's woes with the promise of better times
under a deliverer. Among the Mari 'prophecies' of the eighteenth century BC, one may
instance Adad of Kallassu promising benefits to king Zimri-lim on compliance with his will,
but threatening that conversely he can withdraw kingship as well as give it.62 In the later

second millennium BC, treaties and covenants have both curse and blessing in their essential
structure.63 This ceases to be so in the first millennium BC,64 but other branches of 'literature'
show the dual theme then.65 Therefore, doom and restoration should not be rent asunder in the
works of the Old Testament prophets.
Thirdly, the relation between the prophets' spoken message and their written books. Basically,
there is no convincing reason why an Amos, a Hosea or a Micah should not have finally put
together the existing books practically as we have them, using third-person introductory
title-lines as did psalmists and sages. It is possible that they or a sympathizer wrote down
their speeches and oracles on the particular occasions that they were delivered, and these were
kept and subsequently put into book-form by the prophet. It is known that a prophet could
first write a message and then proclaim it or have it proclaimed (so, explicitly, Je. 36: 4-6),
and could have someone to write out a whole bookful of accumulated prophecies at dictation
(so Je. 36: 32). And that prophets could and did write is abundantly obvious all the way from
Samuel onwards (section 2, above) down to Isaiah himself (2 Ch. 26: 22; Is. 8: 1). That on
occasion a prophet's accumulated utterances might be put together soon after his death by a
disciple is not impossible. But for the common view that a scatter of bits and pieces were
collected, added to, and put as one over a period of several centuries to make a 'book' — for
this, there is no good, clear evidence at all. And a priori views that limit prophecy so as
carefully to exclude even some predictive element do not constitute evidence, merely one
prejudice among others.
Finally, why should a prophet (or his compeers or legatees) trouble to make a book? Here we
return to the essential nature of the prophecies as God-given messages recalling a wayward
people to norms long extant, with future consequences—judgment and punishment on
disobedience and failure to repent, restoration for ultimate contrition. For the most part, words
spoken are here today and gone tomorrow. A written document once made has an objective
existence of its own, and can stand as a witness for the time when the future brings fulfilment
of woe and weal promised. A witness that can be consulted not merely two weeks or months
afterwards, but twenty years or two centuries.66
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c. Isaiah. The book of Isaiah opens with a formal heading precisely like its three
contemporaries, and shares with them the same basic concerns—but on a much larger scale.
After 1: 1, there are seven or eight inner datelines, in chronological order:
6: 1, the death of Uzziah (c. 739 BC).
7: 1, when Ahaz fears Pekah plus Rezin of Damascus (after c. 740 BC).
14: 28, dates by the death of Ahaz (c. 715 BC).
20: 1, by the attack of Sargon II's C-in-C on Ashdod, i.e., c. 712 BC.67
22: 15ff. is against Shebna, known under Hezekiah (36: 22; 37: 2).
36-39 turn around the 14th year of Hezekiah, c. 701 BC.
37: 37-38 records the death of Sennacherib, c. 681 BC. This datum carries Isaiah (the book,
and probably the man, in old age) into the reigns of Manasseh and his Assyrian contemporary
Esarhaddon. No dateline occurs in 40-66; mention of a Cyrus (44: 28; 45: 1) and hope of a

deliverance from Babylon's grasp through his agency ultimately found a fulfilment in the
triumph of Cyrus II over Babylon in 539 BC.
When prediction is allowed as one legitimate element in prophecy along with its other
aspects, this book presents no real problem. It is only when philosophical a priori
presuppositions about this aspect are imposed upon the given data, that prediction must not
happen, that artificial tensions arise. Then, regardless of all other facts, these books (esp.
Isaiah) have to be fragmented down the centuries in order to preserve the presuppositions
intact. Linguistic, literary, and other lines of inquiry have been solicited in a variety of
contradictory ways and fail to give definitive proofs for any major viewpoint.68
In the present case, the following points are worth noting, (i) Inclusion of a proper name in a
prophecy (as Cyrus) is not unique, cf. Josiah in 1 Kings 13: 2.68a (ii) Nothing more is implied
in either case than that, some day, such a person will perform what is stated of them — the
prophets concerned did not know Josiah and Cyrus II as the personalities that we now are
familiar with, thanks to the hindsight of history.69 (iii) No less than four times outside of
Isaiah 40-66, Isaiah is concerned with Babylon: Isaiah 13-14: 23 is explicitly 'the oracle
concerning Babylon which Isaiah son of Amoz saw'; Isaiah 21: 1-10 is on Babylon and the
'sea-land' (21: 1);70 the difficult verse 23: 13 (see RSV) gives Tyre to the 'Chaldaeans'
(Babylonians), not Assyria; finally, after Hezekiah's unwisely over-warm welcome to
Babylonian envoys, Isaiah announced that his goods and descendants would be carried off to
Babylon (Is. 39: 5-7; 2 Ki. 20: 16-18).71 Thus, together with Micah 4: 10, one finds a firm
tradition in Isaiah 1-39, in the later eighth century BC (at latest, early seventh), that Judah
must both be oppressed by, and freed from, Babylon. In that epoch, Babylon's cultural renown
and military stubbornness at once enthralled Assyria72 and wrung unending military
expenditure from her. In that light, and putting aside our later 'wisdom by hindsight', there is
nothing impossible in a prophet being impelled to look beyond Assyria to a triumph by
Babylon and the latter to be replaced by that notorious thorn in the Mesopotamians' side, the
Eastern mountain-peoples—in Isaiah's time, the Medes.73 There is nothing inherently
impossible in Isaiah closing his work (and career) by penning chapters to see his people
through impending exile74 to restoration, events which at that time could have come about at
any moment. That it in fact occurred in the sixth century BC we know, he did not.
The close interrelations of themes and language (besides merely the unique phrase 'Holy One
of Israel') throughout the book,75 the essentially Pales[p. 10]
tinian frame of reference in 40-66 as in 1-39,76 and the lack of any title at 40: 1 (because
40-66 in fact belong with the rest under 1: 1)—all these factors among others77 make natural
the acceptance of the essential unity of the book as a whole; philosophical predilection is
ultimately the only counter-argument. Atomization is needless.78
5. Other literary and religious aspects
a. Literature. A variety of official records steadily accumulated in both kingdoms, some
written by prophets (cf. section 2, above) referred to in Kings and Chronicles but not now
extant. The heritage of former days was cultivated; a second series of proverbs of Solomon
was recopied by Hezekiah's scribes (Pr. 25: 1, covering 25-29). Completion of the whole book
of Proverbs (adding 30, 31) would be in his time or later.

b. Religion. Hezekiah reformed the cult, in Jerusalem, on a scale unequalled since David or
until Josiah (2 Ki. 18: 3-7; fuller, 2 Ch. 29-31). With his provision for the temple music (2 Ch.
29: 25-30), it is instructive to compare the remark of Sennacherib that his tribute from
Hezekiah included 'male and female musicians'.79
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